GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
CENTRAL RAILWAY/ MUMBAI
EASTERN RAILWAY/ KOLKATA
EAST COAST RAILWAY/ BHUBANESWAR
NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY/ JAIPUR
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY/ SECUNDERABAD
SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY/ KOLKATA
SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY/ BILASPUR
WESTERN RAILWAY/ MUMBAI
RAIL WHEEL FACTORY/ BENGALURU
MODERN COACH FACTORY/ RAEGBARELI

FAX/ POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 01.04.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/TR/124 ( ) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-

1. SHRI BRJESH GUPTA, HAG/IRSEE/SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, PRESENTLY
WORKING AS PCEE, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY
ON HIS OWN REQUEST, AND POSTED AGAINST THE NEWLY CREATED HAG POST
OF PCEE(C);

2. SHRI S. N. DUBEY, NF-HAG/ IRSEE/ EASTERN RAILWAY, PRESENTLY WORKING AS
PCEE(CHOD), SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, ON
HIS OWN REQUEST, AND POSTED AS PCEE(CHOD);

3. SMT. RITA SAHU, HAG/IRSEE/RAIL WHEEL FACTORY, PRESENTLY WORKING AS
PCEE, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO CENTRAL RAILWAY, ON HER OWN REQUEST,
AND POSTED AGAINST THE NEWLY CREATED HAG POST OF PCEE(CHOD);

4. SHRI DEEPAK DE, HAG/IRSEE/MCF/RBL, PRESENTLY WORKING AS PCEE,
SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO WESTERN RAILWAY, ON HIS OWN REQUEST, AND
POSTED AGAINST THE NEWLY CREATED HAG POST OF PCEE(C);

5. SHRI S. K. AGARWAL, NF-HAG/IRSEE/SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY, PRESENTLY
WORKING AS CEGE, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO MCF/RBL AND POSTED AS
PCEE(CHOD);

6. SHRI C.S. JEENAGAR, NF-HAG/IRSEE/ CENTRAL RAILWAY, PRESENTLY WORKING AS
CEGE, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EASTERN RAILWAY AND POSTED AS
PCEE(CHOD);

7. SHRI M. K. GUPTA, SAG/IRSEE/SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY, PRESENTLY WORKING
AS CEE(C), SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO RWF AND POSTED AS PCEE(CHOD) IN
SAG BY TEMPORARILY OPERATING THE HAG POST IN SAG;

8. SHRI B. PANDA, NF-HAG/IRSEE/SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY, PRESENTLY WORKING
AS CEGE, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EAST COAST RAILWAY AND POSTED AS
PCEE(CHOD) AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY; AND

...2/-
9. SHRI S. K. SUKALIKAR, NF-HAG/IRSEE/SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY AND POSTED IN THE CADRE ( )

DATE ON WHICH THE ABOVE CHANGES TAKE PLACE MAY BE ADVISED( )

RAILWAYS ( )

( A . K. SEN )
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(S), PS/MOS(G), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(S), EDPG/MOS(G), OSD/MR, ED(CO-ORD)/MOS(G).
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/PPSs/PSs to CRB, FC, MTR, MRS, ME, MT, MS, All DGs, SECY., AM(Elec.), All AMs/PEDs, JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(D), EDCC, EDE(GC), ED(E&R), ED(T&MPP), EDE(RRB), EDIP, Dir.(Estt.), Dir.(D), DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), US(C), US(D), DS(E), US(E), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, VIG(C), ERB-I, Railway Board.
4. The PFAs, C, E, ECo, NW, SC, SE, SEC & W Railways and RWF & MCF/RBL
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R. No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
9. The General Secretary, AIRPFA, R. No.25-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The General Secretary, RBSS Group 'A' Officers Association, R No 402, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, R No. 7-G, Rai Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), R No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. RBCC, for updating the website.

O.No. 01/04